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MORE THAN A
FENCING SYSTEM

Time and space has always been important to us. It’s one of the reasons why we
created DuraPost in the first place. Fed up of dealing with rotting, cracking and
warping wooden or concrete fence posts, our team of engineers and designers
decided to find a better way of doing things.

The result? DuraPost By Birkdale. An
innovative, versatile fence post system that’s
easy to fit and built to last.
Manufactured from cold rolled galvanised steel,
DuraPost’s unique and patented ‘H’-shaped
design makes it strong, yet easy to work with
and compatible with virtually any fence style.
So, whether you’re setting and smartening
boundaries, creating multi-purpose garden
spaces or making an entrance using our
adjustable gate kits, know that with DuraPost
it’s time well spent.

The DuraPost fencing system
Meet the DuraPost range
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DURAPOST

AVAILABLE COLOURS

GALVANISED STEEL FENCE POSTS
LIGHTER, STRONGER AND EASIER TO FIT

ANTHRACITE
GREY

OLIVE
GREY

The one that started it all. The classic profile DuraPost
is a surprisingly lightweight bit of kit, designed to be
carried and fitted by one person. Its unique, ‘H’-shaped
design allows virtually any type of panel or board to be
attached to it. Once installed, it can withstand winds of
up to 110mph*.

SEPIA
BROWN

GALVANISED
STEEL

THE BENEFITS
Peace of mind is guaranteed with DuraPost. Our maintenance free fencing is
light, secure and easy to install. Made in the UK, it is the sustainable solution
that also offers flexibility in configuration and colour to suit your needs.
UNIVERSAL APPEAL

DuraPost comes in four colourways and
is compatible with virtually any type
of fence panels or board. You can even
order colour-matched screws (available
separately) for a seamless finish.

IMPROVED SECURITY

DuraPost’s pre drilled holes allow fence
panels to be securely fixed. Unlike
concrete posts that potentially allow
panels to be lifted up and out.

SAVES TIME

DuraPost is a hassle-free solution. Each
one is 80% lighter than concrete and can
take up to half the time to fit compared to
traditional fence posts. They also need no
maintenance. Simply fit and forget about it.

QUALITY, GUARANTEED

DuraPost is made in the UK from
galvanised steel. It’s designed to face the
worst weather without warping or cracking
and is guaranteed for up to 25 years**.

SUSTAINABILITY

Made of 50% recycled steel, DuraPost posts are 100% recyclable at the end of its long life.
It is lightweight, made in the UK using a low energy manufacturing process and is easy
to transport, which cuts emissions significantly. DuraPost offers a sustainable fencing
solution for everyone.
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*DuraPost has been tested at the Building Research Establishment (BRE). Tests based on a 1.8m x 1.8m bay installed 600mm into the ground as per industry norm.

**For details visit birkdalesales.com/durapost/guarantee
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MEET THE
DURAPOST
RANGE

All durable,
maintenance free
and easy to install

Create the look you
want with accessories
providing complete
flexibility

FINISHES

Complement your
DuraPost fence
posts with our colour
matched range

ANTHRACITE
GREY

* NOT AVAILABLE IN GALVANISED
OLIVE
GREY

SEPIA
BROWN

GALVANISED
STEEL
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CLASSIC DURAPOST

CAPPING RAIL*

Accessories

POST CAPS

Made from cold-rolled galvanised
steel. Our Classic DuraPost can be
used for virtually any type of
fencing and can withstand wind
speeds of up to 110mph. Available
in four colours.

An aluminium rail to protect the
top of your fence from the
weather. Available in three
colours.

01 Capping Rail Clip (Black)
02 Capping Rail In-line Bracket
03 Capping Rail Clip (BZP)
04 Capping Rail Packer

Made from galvanised steel to
give your posts a quality finish.
Available in four colours.

For use as a wall plate or
adapter for corner posts.
Available in four colours.

DIMENSIONS: 75mm x 75mm

LENGTHS: 1.8m | 2.1m | 3m

LENGTHS 1.83m | 2.45m | 3m

LENGTHS: 1.8m | 2.4m | 2.7m | 3m

GATE POST
For use when hanging gates,
creating 90° corners or to end
a run of fencing. Available in
four colours.
LENGTHS: 1.8m | 2.4m | 3m

GRAVEL BOARD*

Stacked Configuration

A composite gravel board that
protects the base of the fence
from the ground. Available in
three colours.

Easily stack gravel boards on top of
each other to achieve a composite
fence. Reinforce bar is recommended
in the top, middle and bottom gravel
board for strength.

LENGTHS: 1.83m | 2.44m | 3m

COVER STRIPS*
Designed to improve the
aesthetics on the fixing side of
the post and can be added on
afterwards to any DuraPost
project.
LENGTHS: 2.1m

U-Channel Cover Strip also available

Z-BOARDS*
Our cutting-edge gravel board,
designed specifically to work with
the DuraPost fence post. Created
with Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic
(GFRP) Available in four colours.
LENGTHS: 1.83m | 2.4m | 3m
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Brackets included

U-CHANNEL

BOLT DOWN
For use when fixing DuraPost to
solid surfaces where digging a
hole is not possible.
DIMENSIONS: 150mm x 80mm
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NEW
FOR
2021
DURAPOST ALUMINIUM GATE KIT

DURAPOST COMPOSITE PANELS

MAKE AN ENTRANCE

FUSS-FREE FENCING

Everyone’s project is different, which is why we’ve designed a
gate to adjust to any outside space. The DuraPost Aluminium
Gate Kit combines privacy and security with flexibility. The
versatile design enables you to change the height and
width at the fitting stage – there’s no need to go back and
forth measuring up beforehand. You can also customise
the aperture with a panel of your choice. Simply attach to a
DuraPost gate post or a timber one and you’re good to go.
WHAT’S INCLUDED:
Powder-coated
frame in Anthracite Grey, Olive Grey

or Sepia Brown
Gate
slam

Secure
lock

Hinges
and fixings
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FULLY
ADJUSTABLE

Put your own wood
panelling in here or
create one in using
DuraPost Composite
Gravel Boards.
COLOURS

After the success of the Classic DuraPost, we wanted to focus
on creating a fence panel that lasted longer than timber too.
Our new Composite Panels are made from 60-70% recycled
material. It’s a strong wood/plastic composite that’s very
durable and UV tested, so it can look smart with absolutely no
maintenance year after year.

DIMENSIONS
6’x6’ (1830mm x 1830mm)

WHAT TO EXPECT:
100% maintenance free: fit and forget about it
Three colourways: Anthracite Grey, Olive Grey and
Sepia Brown
No pre-drilling needed: self-drilling screws supplied
as standard
UV tested to ensure a longer lifespan compared to
wooden.
Make closeboard, hit & miss or picket style fencing

COLOURS
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Z-BOARDS
CAN BE STACKED
TO CREATE A
STUNNING
CONTEMPORARY
FENCE

COMMERCIAL DURAPOST

DURAPOST Z-BOARDS

TALLER AND STRONGER THAN THE CLASSIC

CUTTING EDGE GRAVEL BOARDING

THE DETAILS:

64mm
72.5mm

The time has come to think bigger and the new Commercial
DuraPost is here to help with that. Made from 2.5mm
galvanised steel, Commercial DuraPost is designed for taller
fencing solutions up to 4m above ground. Available in a range
of lengths, you can use it for carports, acoustic fencing projects
and lots more.

DIMENSIONS
Double: 300mm h x 50mm d
Single: 150mm h x 50mm d
Available Lengths:
1.83m 2.4m 3m

WHAT TO EXPECT:

Available
in 2.4m, 3m, 3.4m, 4m and 5m lengths

Static
load tested up to 1100kg

Choose
from three colourways: Anthracite Grey, Olive Grey

and Sepia Brown

74mm

COLOURS
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We’ve designed the Z-Board specifically to work with the
DuraPost fence post, to create a high quality and attractive
solution to the traditional gravel board. It is made of Glass
Fibre Reinforced Plastic, so is lighter than concrete and timber
alternatives while still providing exceptional strength. Being
both easy to work with and element resistant, our Z-Board is the
perfect pairing to your DuraPost panels and posts.
Strong, lightweight and rustproof
UV resistance tested to 500 hours with no sign of weathering
or weakening
Available in three colour finishes: Anthracite Grey, Olive Grey
and Sepia Brown
The 150mm Z-Board comes in a choice of 1.83m, 2.4m and
3.0m lengths

COLOURS
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CASE STUDY:
CRAIG (PORTSMOUTH)
USING DURAPOST WAS A NO-BRAINER
FOR CRAIG, WHO WAS LOOKING FOR A
MAINTENANCE-FREE FENCING SOLUTION
FOR HIS GARDEN.

Craig was experiencing the same problems facing many
homeowners with wooden fence posts. “It was becoming an
annual ritual to repair or replace our rotten fence posts, so
the overriding incentive for us to choose DuraPost was its
durability,” Craig explains.
“We also wanted something more stylish than cumbersome
concrete posts, and DuraPost ticked all the boxes.”As well as
being built to last and easy to work with, Craig also notes that
it is an attractive fencing solution. “We hadn’t considered it
before,” he says, “but having colour options made the product
even more appealing. The grey posts match our conservatory
roof and garden furniture, and tie our internal and external
spaces together nicely.”
A friend had suggested Craig use DuraPost, and he found
it easy to find a trained installer. “We were recommended a
professional installer from our local DuraPost supplier,” he
says. “It was brilliant having someone who knew the products
do the job. It only took him a day and a half to complete the 20
metre project, which we were really impressed with.”
Craig took advantage of the DuraPost Fencebuilder App, and
was pleased with how easy it was to use. “The app was great,
as it quickly gave us an accurate picture of our plans with the
colour options available and a list of all the components we’d
need to create it.”

Name: Dan Young
Company name: A-Plan Fencing
Location: Portsmouth
Website: www.a-planfencing.co.uk
Dan says:
“I really enjoy working with DuraPost
products and would recommend
them to anyone, they’re a win-win for
homeowners and installers alike.
They’re great quality, easy to install and
my clients are always pleased with the
resulting modern look.”
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“The finished look is fantastic and we’re
really happy with it - DuraPost has
proved an absolute winner.”
Having spent days painstakingly replacing rotten fence panels
in the past, this time around Craig was keen to use gravel
boards so that the panels did not sit directly on the ground.
“Just like the posts, the DuraPost Z-Boards have proved ideal
for the job. They’re strong yet light, resistant to the elements
and complement the posts perfectly. The finished look is
fantastic and we’re really happy with it - DuraPost has proved
an absolute winner.”
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DESIGN IT YOURSELF

GET THE LOOK

SEE YOUR IDEAS COME TO LIFE IN
DURAPOST’S NEW AND IMPROVED
FENCEBUILDER APP

Anthracite Grey
Classic DuraPost
The Classic DuraPost provides
style and stability to fencing
projects. They can withstand the
elements too and have been wind
tested in speeds of up to 110mph.

Anthracite Grey
Z-Board Gravel Board
Our cutting-edge gravel board,
designed speciﬁcally to work
with the DuraPost fence post.
Created with Glass Fibre
Reinforced Plastic (GFRP).

DuraPost is the
complete system for
fences. It’s stylish,
strong and built to last.
The FenceBuilder App
puts every DuraPost
option and accessory
at your fingertips.

HERE’S 5 REASONS WHY IT WORKS:

Anthracite Grey Post Cap
The cherry on the cake.
DuraPost Anthracite Grey Post
Caps look smart while helping
to protect the post they’re on.
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Anthracite Grey Cover Strips
Designed to improve the
aesthetics on the fixing
side of the post and can be
added on afterwards to any
DuraPost project.
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EASY TO USE: Just enter the project’s
measurements to get started.

02

SEE YOUR DESIGNS: Visualise plans and
projects using your smartphone or tablet.

03

MAKE CHANGES: See the design at every stage
and tweak it if you need to.

04

EVERYTHING YOU NEED: Finalised your design?
The FenceBuilder App generates a full build list.

05

SEARCH AND FIND: Local stockists or DuraPost
Trained Installers in your area.

AVAILABLE
ON APPLE
& ANDROID
DEVICES
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THE PERFECT MATCH
AS WELL AS OFFERING A HIGH QUALITY
FENCING SOLUTION, DURAPOST IS
DESIGNED TO COMPLEMENT THE
ARCHITECTURE OF YOUR HOME.
AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL COLOURWAYS,
DURAPOST MERGES YOUR HOME AND
GARDEN TOGETHER SEAMLESSLY.
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CASE STUDY:
BARRY & BETTINA (COVENTRY)
DURAPOST WAS AN EASY CHOICE FOR
BARRY AND BETTINA, WHO HAVE FOUND
DURAPOST TO PROVIDE AN ATTRACTIVE
AND FUSS-FREE FENCING SOLUTION.

“The main attraction of DuraPost for us was that it doesn’t
rot, and it has provided the perfect long term remedy to
our rotten wooden fence posts,” says Barry. “We found
the company online after searching for an alternative to
wooden posts, and are really pleased we did.”
Bettina adds that they found the website intuitive, and the
installer search function on the site made their project
a lot easier to set into motion. She notes, “the DuraPost
website was easy to use, and it provided thorough
descriptions of the products which helped us choose the
best option for our requirements. We found a trained
installer on there as well, whose work and knowledge of
this fencing was fantastic.”

“We’re really pleased with this
fencing solution... a lot of people
see it every day and comment on
how great it is.”
Pleased with the ease and speed with which their
installers completed the job, Barry and Bettina are
enjoying the look of their improved outdoor space, as
well as the privacy it lends with the village hall next
door. “Craig and Steve installed the 30 metres of fencing
without any challenge, and the result is just as we hoped
it would be,” comments Barry.
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Company name: Healy Fencing
Location: Shirley, West Midlands
Review:
“We found “Healy Fencing” from the
Birkdale site. The two people who
erected our fence were Craig and
Steve, they were great in every
aspect of the job. We certainly would
recommend Connor, Craig and Steve
of “Healy Fencing” to anyone.”
Find out more about Healy Fencing on
Instagram @healy_fencinglandscapes
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“The overall look is great, and we
really like the colour of our new posts,”
Bettina explains. The couple chose the
Anthracite Grey colourway, out of an
appealing choice of four. “We’re really
pleased with this fencing solution. As
we live next door to the village hall,
a lot of people see it every day and
comment on how great it is.”
When asked if they would put forward
the range to a friend looking for
new fencing, Barry advises, “we’d
recommend DuraPost to anyone.”

GET THE LOOK

“The overall look is
great, and we really
like the colour of
our new posts”
020

Anthracite Grey
Classic DuraPost

Anthracite Grey
Post Cap

Anthracite Grey
Gate Post

Anthracite Grey
Z-Board Gravel Board
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EASIER TO FIT
THAN TRADITIONAL POSTS

FIND OUT HOW
TO INSTALL
DURAPOST HERE

THE DURAPOST SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO BE
INSTALLED BY ONE PERSON

With DuraPost, it’s never been more straightforward to fit your fencing. If you’re using pre-made panels, simply
dig the hole and set your first DuraPost in with FENCEMATE® Post Concrete. Secure your gravel board into
position with colour-matched screws, then slot your pre-made fence panel to the DuraPost and screw into place.
Next, position the second DuraPost, check the alignment and then set with Post Concrete. Job done!

LET’S GET
SOCIAL
FOR MORE IDEAS AND INSPIRATION, FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA AND
DON’T FORGET TO TAG US WITH PHOTOS OF YOUR NEXT DURAPOST PROJECT

For more installation tips and advice, visit: durapost.co.uk
022

#durapost
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HERE WHEN YOU NEED US
Got a project in mind? Our independent stockists and DuraPost Trained
Installers are ready and waiting to help. Find them across the UK and Ireland.

DuraPost patents: GB2576969 GB2575681 GB2577148 Registered Community Design: 005518057-001 006429171-001

Granville House Unit E, The Heights Business Park, Ibstone Rd, Stokenchurch, High Wycombe HP14 3BG

durapost.co.uk | 0345 646 0591
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